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In summer, does reach late-gestation, which makes this period an especially important time for foods high in energy and digestibility.
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Why Mule Deer & White-tailed Deer
Feed Selectively
Article by Mary O. Parker

W

Photo by Jeff Parker

hen Charles Goodnight and
Oliver Loving embarked from
Belknap in 1845 with 2,000
head of Longhorns, along what came to be
known as the Goodnight-Loving Trail, they
would’ve been hard pressed to spot whitetailed deer. But today, with the westward and
northward encroachment of woody species,
white-tailed deer can be found in many
habitats that once belonged exclusively
to mule deer. Of the state’s 268,596 square
miles, white-tailed deer now share over a
third of it with mule deer. But, the two have
more in common than habitat.
“I think the most obvious similarity is the
foraging habits of bucks, does and fawns,”
said Ryan Reitz, a biologist with the Texas
Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD)
Kerr Wildlife Management Area. Similar
A mule deer doe and her fawn munch on nutrient-rich forbs. Late summer heavy rains
in the Trans-Pecos help stimulate the growth of these “ice cream plants.”
general foraging niches, body sizes and life
cycles mean both species tend to eat the
same things in the same ways.
Unlike Goodnight and Loving’s Longhorns, mule deer and white- the plant has fresh shoots.”
tailed deer don’t dine much on lignin-toting grass, because “rumen
While the nutritional requirements of the two species run along
pass-through is very fast compared to that in more advanced the same plane, the timing of those needs generally comes a bit
rumens like the ones in cattle,” Reitz explained. Instead, the smaller later for mule deer, because the rut (which ultimately drives the
ruminants are considered selective feeders, forced to pick and nutritional needs of all sexes and ages) occurs later for mule deer
choose from nature’s offerings since their digestive systems don’t (except the Trans-Pecos, where both species tend to hit peak rut
process fiber well.
in early-December). In the Panhandle, the peak of mule deer rut
“They’ll even go for parts of a plant – particular plants. I’ve seen a usually hits around mid-December, while white-tailed deer peak
single plant hit harder than another one of the same species, because nearly a month earlier, in mid-November. White-tailed deer in
it has something they want,” explained Shawn Gray, TPWD’s mule South Texas hit peak rut later than deer anywhere else in the state,
deer program coordinator. “What they eat changes seasonally, but typically in mid-to-late-December. Mule deer do not inhabit South
all age classes and sexes will utilize the same type of plants and Texas.
plant parts,” Gray added. “In the Trans-Pecos, a good example is
Both species incur the highest mortality in the period following
agarito. Early spring moisture will grow these really fresh tendrils, the rut when bucks may be injured from battling over a doe or
and deer really like that but not other times of the year – only when simply run down. The dietary needs of does that became pregnant
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Biologists dub forbs as an “ice cream plant”
(a favorite nature-provided treat), because deer
favor forbs every time.
fawns born the prior summer also
benefit,” sanders added. “They’re still
learning how to survive without Momma
since being weaned in the fall. abundant
and quality food sources really help boost
their survival and growth.”
at twa Member dan allen jr.’s apache
Mountain ranch in the trans-Pecos, they
free-feed mule deer year-round. However,
twa Member george strickhausen, ranch
manager at apache Mountain ranch,
said, “when we start getting rain, the feed

consumption goes way down. They’d rather
eat what nature provides.”
Biologists dub forbs as an “ice cream
plant” (a favorite nature-provided treat),
because deer favor forbs every time. “late
winter moisture really helps stimulate the
growth of forbs, their number one choice,”
gray said.
twa director dave Hewitt, the stuart
w, stedman Chair in white-tailed deer
research at the
Caesar Kleberg wildlife research

© Shawn Gray/TPWD

during the rut also ramps up then.
gestation will take a heavy toll on females
for more than six months – for mule deer it
averages just over 200 days, while the norm
for whitetails is 200 days. That makes latewinter and early-spring a crucial time for
excellent sources of nutrition.
rains during that time are crucial for
making quality food sources available.
twa Member robert sanders, ranch
manager and biologist for the temple
ranch (owned by twa Member Buddy
temple) explained: “These timely rains help
tremendously by allowing bucks’ bodies to
recover from the rut much quicker. not
having to search hard for food during
february through May is crucial to survival
and healing of wounds.”

Late winter and early spring rains are crucial for making quality food sources available to all ages and classes of deer. Fawns born the prior summer (such
as this 7-8-month-old muley) benefit because they’re still learning how to fend for themselves since being weaned in autumn.
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Fawns will nurse two to three times per day for the first few weeks which takes a heavy toll on the mother.

institute, said, “when natural conditions
are good, deer can take in as much by
naturally foraging as they could by eating
a pelleted diet. But, that can change when
forbs go away and browse stops putting out
new growth.” at such times, mule deer and
whitetails naturally turn to mesquite beans
and prickly pear paddles.
“sometimes, though, locating pods, or
fruits, can be time consuming,” said Hewitt.
“Then, after eating it, they have to pass it
through their rumen, which is a pretty
slow process on browse diets. That keeps
the rumen full until the food is processed,
before they can free up space to go eat some
more.”
digestibility is what dictates what an
animal gets out of food,” explained Hewitt.
That can vary quite a bit in nature. Young,
tender leaves are easier for them to digest;
whereas, in the summer, they have to work
harder to find foods easier to digest.
in summer, does reach late-gestation,
which makes this period an especially

“If a deer has to choose
between browse that’s
high in protein and
a tuna, which is low
in protein but high in
energy, it’ll choose the
tuna every time."
important time for foods high in energy
and digestibility. white-tailed does give
birth in june or july, while mule deer have
their fawns closer to summer’s end. when
lactation begins, it puts even more strain on
females.
“when lactating, most does can’t eat
enough to keep up, so they’re pulling fat
soluble vitamins from their liver, protein
from their muscle and fat stores from their
bodies,” Hewitt said.

Meanwhile, males are finishing up the
antler development that began in the
spring. They’re also beefing up for the late
fall rut. That’s when both genders head
most to feeders such as the ones sanders
and strickhausen provide.
“for us, the whole thing behind feeding is
to help keep our fawn crop static,” explained
strickhausen. “drought tends to affect us a
lot here [in the trans-Pecos], and feeding
helps alleviate some of the highs and lows,
helps keep the population steady and keeps
the extremes away.”
do high protein pellets help? “sure,”
said Hewitt, “but, protein is actually more
limiting for cattle than it is for deer. so
much of the focus on protein comes from
the fact that a lot of what we do comes from
the livestock model. But, it’s energy that
really matters.”
Hewitt used tunas, the fruit of prickly
pear cactus, as an example: “if a deer has
to choose between browse that’s high in
protein and a tuna, which is low in protein
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but high in energy, it’ll choose the tuna
every time. tunas arrive at a time of year
when the focus is on getting energy into
their bodies. when being able to do so is
truly a matter of staying alive.”
Theoretically, increased energy demands
could be compensated for by increased food
intake. However, if you’re a small ruminant
you’re limited in the amount you can add
to your stomach until what’s already in
there passes through. Therefore, digestible
energy (de) is what the deer really needs.
free ranging deer typically get about 2
kcal/g of de during times of poor range
conditions or when it’s dry. studies of whitetailed deer in Central texas have shown
that malnutrition frequently occurs in late
summer when in drought. Both species
tend to be most energy deficient in summer
and winter. when habitat conditions are
very good intake of de can be 3 kcal/g.
Thus, digestible energy, not protein, is
the limiting factor for deer. That holds true
even considering that muscles, hair and
bones are made primarily of protein. and,
a deer’s skin and organs are also mostly
protein; and, for bucks, protein comprises
45 percent of their antlers.
specifically, deer need the amino acids
that protein contains, which the animals use
to make the type of protein they actually use
– microbial protein. Thanks to microbes in
the rumen, deer can convert plant protein
into microbial protein. in addition, rumen
microbes help them eﬃciently use protein.
deer on low-protein diets reuse waste
nitrogen by routing it through the rumen
to manufacture new amino acids.
That said, there are certainly times
when the animals need more protein than
others. late spring through early autumn
– especially summer – mark the period
of highest demand. Protein requirements
decrease during late autumn, winter and
early spring.
with regard to minerals, once again,
when females hit late-gestation and
lactation, their needs ramp up significantly.
a doe’s calcium and phosphorous needs
triple during this time. and, while calcium
and phosphorous requirements for bucks
increase while growing a new set of antlers,
it does so at a rate less than double their
maintenance needs.
Thanks to seasonal osteoporosis, does
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TWA Director Dave Hewitt and his research team at the Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute
determined that yearlings of both sexes have higher energy needs than full-grown bucks.

Photo submitted by George Strickhausen
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A Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute research team, led by TWA Director Dave Hewitt, has
determined that digestible energy, not protein, is the limiting nutritional factor for deer.Specifically,
deer need the amino acids that protein contains, which the animals use to make the type of protein
they actually use – microbial protein. That’s true for bucks even though protein comprises 45 percent
of their antlers.

and bucks can help meet their calcium
needs by utilizing calcium stored in their
own bones. and, in particularly needy
times, they may also chomp on shed antlers,
snail shells and bones.
additionally, deer get 50-90 percent of
the water they need from the foods they
eat. The ungulates acquire it either directly
from the liquid contained in plants (e.g.
prickly pear paddles and other succulents
provide much) or via an internal process of
hydrogen oxidation that creates “metabolic
water.” such a trait sure would’ve come
in handy with goodnight and loving’s
longhorns. while the cattle can go long
distances without water, they face large
constraints with regard to metabolic water.
understanding mule deer and whitetail
deer food preferences and nutritional
needs are important for land stewards
who continue to implement sound habitat
management practices for the benefit of
these species.
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